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Talley Dunn Gallery presents Tim Bavington: “Blow-
Up” opening reception

" 0 # 0 $

Many events have been canceled or postponed due to coronavirus concerns. Please check with the
organization before going to any event.

Talley Dunn Gallery will present an
exhibition of recent work by British-
born artist, Tim Bavington. Tim
Bavington: “Blow-Up” is the artist’s
inaugural exhibition with the gallery.

The exhibition features an
installation of nine new abstract
paintings that create an environment
of visual intensity and pulsating
color. With these recent paintings,
Bavington continues the practice for which he has received acclaim wherein he
transforms sheet music into highly saturated abstract paintings that focus upon
the subtleties and associations of color. Using synthetic polymer paint,
Bavington acts as a translator between the aural and the visual as he turns guitar
solos, melodies and basslines into vertical bands of color.

While Bavington has developed a method that designates sound to color and
composition, the paintings are not literal translations.  Each painting remains
open the artist’s intuition and decision making. Together these paintings play
upon the nuances of one another with shifts between vibrant colors, the texture
of individual canvases, the changing rhythms of different compositions, and the
dynamic optical movement created as each painting is viewed from varying
perspectives.

Following the opening reception, the exhibit will be on view through July 28.

EVENT DETAILS

WHEN
Jun 16, 2018, 6:00 pm

WHERE
Talley Dunn Gallery
5020 Tracy St. 
Dallas, TX 75205
Get Directions >

WEBSITE >

PHONE
214-521-9898

TICKET INFO
Admission is free.
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Read These Next

6 downtown Dallas
museums unveil plans to
reopen after COVID
shutdown

Art collectors can shop
Texas galleries through
new Dallas-based site

These are the 6 best
things to do in Dallas
this weekend

What's Nearby
Restaurants
Javier's Gourmet Mexicano 0.07 miles
Henry's Majestic 0.12 miles
The Corner Bar 0.14 miles

Bars
Rio Room 0.50 miles
Victor Tangos 0.52 miles
Smyth 0.52 miles

Entertainment
Talley Dunn Gallery 0.00 miles
Meadows Museum 0.60 miles
Gerald J. Ford Stadium 0.66 miles

Hotels
Highland Dallas 0.66 miles
Hotel Lumen 0.85 miles
Warwick Melrose Hotel Dallas 1.95 miles

Health + Beauty
The Songbird Society 0.37 miles
Bodybar 0.54 miles
Riviera Spa 0.58 miles

Shops
The Citizenry 0.40 miles
Original Octane 0.43 miles
Iota 0.44 miles
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LATEST NEWS MOST POPULAR

% Rare Cliff May-designed home tops
this week's hottest Dallas headlines

% All kinds of fried chicken head up this
spicy Dallas restaurant news

% The latest event cancellations in
Dallas-Fort Worth due to coronavirus

% Expedition to remote Dallas preserve
ends on ideal Bonton Farms lunch

% New survey shows the devastating
impact COVID-19 has on Dallas arts
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